LETTER FROM MOSCOW

A Building Boom Brings Glitz to a Dowdy City
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is partly spurred by mundane concerns like real estate shortages and traffic
gridlock. Moscow’s roads
were meant to handle 2 million cars; there are now 4
million. But by some accounts, it is also rooted in a
desire to shake off Russia’s
post-Soviet loss of prestige.
“In society, there’s a feeling
of long-held humiliation,”
says Mikhail MoskvinTarkhanov, head of
Moscow’s planning commit-
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ed its 860th birthday, though
its historic buildings date
mostly to the 18th and 19th
centuries, when the imperial
capital was St. Petersburg
and Moscow was a second
city of pastel-colored mansions and churches. The Bolsheviks, moving back to
Moscow after the Revolution, championed the utopian style of Constructivism
and in the 1920s built communal housing and workers’
clubs with clean, bold pro-

